
 

 
Irthing   Hut   via   Mansion   Hut,   Eyre   Mountains   Conservation   Park   

 
The   track   begins   with   a   gentle   walk   beside   Irthing   Stream   to   the   two   bunk   Mansion   Hut.   
From   here,   it   climbs   300m   through   beech   forest   towards   the   open   ridgeline,   which   is   guarded   by   a   stubborn  
thicket   of   dracophyllum.   
On   the   opposite   side   of   the   valley,   the   contours   of   the   Mt   Bee   ridgeline   are   visible   and   several   kilometres  
ahead   looms   the   1552m   highpoint.   
The   track   climbs   steadily   through   the   tussock   towards   Pt1260.   The   ridgeline   is   a   gently   benched   stroll   along   fat  
contours,   so   there   are   no   nerve-wracking   slopes   to   contend   with.  
Reaching   Pt1552,   the   track   descends   to   Shepherd   Saddle,   with   views   over   the   hillsides   of   Eyre   Creek,   and  
into   an   alpine   basin,   wreathed   with   beech   forest.   
A   short   descent   through   the   forest   leads   to   the   headwaters   of   Irthing   Stream.  
Irthing   Hut   is   perched   in   a   glade   of   beech   forest   on   the   true   left   of   the   valley.  
From   here,   follow   the   track   on   the   true   right   of   Irthing   Stream,   sidling   through   beech   forest   to   a   low   saddle  
where   a   junction   signals   the   turn-off   to   the   Cromel   Valley.   Continue   uphill,   climbing   quickly   towards   the   Mt   Bee  
ridgeline.   
Worn   trails   make   travel   along   the   ridge   easy.   After   a   couple   of   hours,   Mt   Bee   Bunkrooms   come   into   view.   The  
track   then   descends   to   the   car   park.  
 
Wild   File  
Access    4WD   access   to   Mount   Bee,   or   drive   to   Irthing   picnic   area   via   Mulholland   Road   
Grade    Difficult  
Time    Irthing   picnic   area   to   Mansion   Hut,   1.5hr;   To   Irthing   Hut   via   ridge   to   Shepherd   Saddle,   8hr;   To   car   park  
via   Mt   Bee   Bunkrooms,   7hr   
Distance    37km  
Total   ascent    2754m  
Accommodation    Mansion   Hut   (free,   two   bunks);   Irthing   Hut   (free,   two   bunks);   Mount   Bee   Bunkrooms   (free,  
eight   bunks).   
Topo50   map    CD10  
Further   information    Access   to   Mt   Bee   is   restricted.   Access   should   be   arranged   two   days   prior   with   the  
landowner.   P:   027   444   6823.  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  

the   best   possible   route.    Memory   Map   shows   purple   tracks   and   hut   icons   as   verified   routes   and   huts.   Red   or   blue   routes   are   those   drawn   by   Wilderness.   
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